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Abstract 

Wood industries in the city of Amarah 

(study in the industry geographic ) 

         Wood industries originated in thecity of Amarah lik other cities of 

Iraq , and wood industries of great significance , Being involved in 

cabinet and furnishing industy , also used in other industries like framed 

pictures and doors and windows . as well as its role in providing 

employment apportunities for residents , wood industries is also 

considered in the city of Amarah of the old industries in the city of 

Amarah that has evolved with evolution of time as it is the first 

beginnings in the latter half of the nineteenth century and evolved until 

it reached its current form in the present day and used various 

techniques and modren machinery the study aims to address the wood 

industries in terms of distribution and the factors affecting them as well 

as problems experienced by . the study comes on the level of municipal 

sectores in the city of Amarah , in order to take advantage of them for 

planningpurposes.                                                                                                       

         The study adopted adifferent statistical methods using the program 

(EXCEL) and has reached anumber of conclusions As the study shows the 

presence of ( 247 ) Laboratory wood industries in the city of Amarah 

vary its terms of four types are ( cabinet making and furnishing industry 

(112) laboratory and it comes in second place doors and its frames 

industry (52) laboratory followed photo frames industry ( 42 ) laboratory 

. finally cabinet making doors and its frames industry (41 ) laboratory 

operational card of the work force (855) workers . it is the use of 

statistical diversity it turns out the presence of concentrated wood 

industries in the eastern sector as well as the great diversity of these 

industries in the city as a whole , as well as the presence of different 

patterns taken by wood industries laboratories in distribution , the most 

important of the existence of an industrial area in the eastern sector of 

carpenters marke to each of the quarter ( Mahmudiyah , ALgedaidh , 

yarmouk ) the found the presence of arrange of problems of the wood 

industries in the city of Amarah .                                                  


